The Limes Primary Academy
Growing Learners for Life

Cycle A

Learning Pathways– EYFS - Long Term Plan
Autumn Term

Spring Term

Summer Term

Title and Key
Question

Sizzling Superheroes
What makes a superhero?

Once Upon A Time
Dependent on story chosen

Wonderful Water
Why is water wonderful?

Stunning Start

School Superheroes – Secret Missions
Ending in presentation ceremony
Superhero day
All come dressed as their favourite
superhero

Fairytale Wonderland
Visit from range of well-known characters.
Classrooms transformed – e.g. giant
beanstalk

Key milestones on
the journey

What is your super-power – celebrating
uniqueness
Everyday superheroes – people who help
us

Storytelling – introducing talk for writing
Trad tales – retelling with a twist!
Two traditional tales each class – using
talk for writing for performing to each
other (and nursery)
zIllustrating a book
Growing vegetables linked to story
**11B411 – Growing and Cooking a
meal**

Texts

Little Red Hen
Supertato

Traditional Tales

Rainbow Fish/Sharing a Shell
The Snail and the Whale

Visit from a Pirate/Beach Trip

Everyday uses of water
Commotion in the Ocean! Under the sea
and on the beach

Pantomime

Trip to the Beach

World of Work

Visit to Fire Station
Visit from other key roles, e.g. police with
siren, first aider/paramedic etc.
Be a member of the emergency services

Be an author

Be a marine biologist

Film It

Supertato

Filming oral retelling of stories

Under the Sea – green screen

The Destination

Supertato film with premiere

Publish a book of stories, complete with
children’s illustrations

Science Fair

Out of School
Experience

Cycle B

Title and Key
Question

Dinosaur Dig
What are dinosaurs?

Food Glorious Food!
Where does our food come from?

Tremendous Travel
How do we get there?

Stunning Start

Walking with Dinosaurs
Trip to Dinosaur park

Rainbow Feast
Tesco involvement – tasting the rainbow

Mystery Tour
Mystery tickets arrive at school with maps
– where are we off to?
Train, bus and boat ride.

Key milestones on
the journey

Discovering a Dinosaur egg
What were dinosaurs?
Where did dinosaurs live? What did they
eat?
Where did they go?
How do we find out about dinosaurs?

Where does our food come from?
How does it get to the supermarket?
Can we cook it?
**11B411 – Growing and Cooking a
meal**

Texts

Dinosaur Roar!
Dinosaurs Love Underpants

The Runaway Pancake
Oliver’s Vegetables
Oliver’s Fruit Salad

We all go travelling by

Out of school
experience

Dinosaur Park

Farm Visit
Tesco – Farm to Fork (visit to or visit from)

Visit to Transport Museum
(In addition to mystery tour?)

World of Work

Be a palaeontologist

Be a farmer
Be a party planner!

Be an explorer

Film It

Walking with Dinosaurs film

Cookery programme

Tour guide

The Destination

Walking with Dinosaurs film
Shown in hall with popcorn and invited
audience

Plan a Party
Party with residents of local care home

Transport Museum
Displays of learning for parents and carers

What types of transport is there?
How do we get there?
What do maps tell us?

